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PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Open up the background check systems
Here is something for the ‘do something’ crowd to actually do that we can agree upon
Hartford, Connecticut, February 5th, 2013:
It seems that everywhere we look as a pro-rights organization, we see and hear people talking about
‘common sense’ and ‘compromise’. Unfortunately, the things that are proposed as ‘common sense’ are
often totalitarian edicts that will result in the loss of life and property and the ‘compromise’ consists of antirights activists demanding those edicts and then stating that we are unreasonable when we don’t agree
with them.
In the interest of ‘common sense’ and compromise, Connecticut Carry proposes that the legislators instead
work towards a bill to completely open our Connecticut state background check system and provide
instant access to it for free via the internet and possibly via smart phone applications as well. In working
towards this goal, Connecticut Carry would be happy to assist, since we have experience in providing a
Conviction History Search service to our members through our website.
Legislators should also work to get the Federal background check system opened to the public and
available instantly online. Already the AIFIS system that the Connecticut State Police use for national
background checks is automated and returns results in less than 2 hours. There is no reason the NICS
couldn’t be opened to the public with near-instant results via handheld devices for free.
This would go a long way towards more background checks in our state and in our country as people
would surely appreciate a free and easy way to check the criminal status of people trying to buy a firearm
privately from them. No gun owner wants to sell to a prohibited person. Why not give them the tools to
make sure they do not since we already have Federal criminal penalties that apply if they do sell to a
criminal?
This is a real change that our legislators could be working towards instead of insulting the hundreds of
thousands of responsible gun owners in Connecticut with ridiculous bill proposals that seek to ban the
majority of firearms and firearms accessories in private hands.
Connecticut Carry is dedicated to advancing and protecting the fundamental civil rights of the men and
women of Connecticut to keep and bear arms for defense of themselves and the state as guaranteed by
the United States Constitution and the Constitution of Connecticut.
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